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Student research questions
 Why is the media racist?  When local television 
news programs report 
violent crime, do they 
reinforce negative 
stereotypes of African-
Americans? 
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Student research questions
 Why are gamers violent?  Does playing violent 
video games increase 
aggression in college 
students?
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Student-generated thesis statement
 Evidence suggests that playing violent video games 
may increase aggression in college students through 
cognitive, emotive, and behavioral reactions in 
controlled situations.
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Modeling Scholarly Inquiry:
One Article at a Time
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1. How does it happen?
 Required English 102 course, Composition and 
Rhetoric II  
 Process-based, collaborative unit
 Common research question and 3 common articles 
discussed in class (all class/small groups)
 Deliverable: Individual papers proving common 
thesis
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2. What needs are addressed?
 Students underprepared for research/writing in 
subsequent required course 
 RES104 Introduction to Research Writing
 Tasks:
 Narrowing topics
 Researching focused questions
 5-page thesis papers
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3. What opportunities prompted the unit?
 Com 101 (Basic Speech):
common assignments begun in 2001/02
 Wendt Character Initiative
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4. What are the outcomes?
 Students will:
 Identify a valid thesis statement
 Identify credible sources
Read journal articles and identify evidence that 
supports, refutes, or modifies the research question
Write a short thesis-driven paper based on credible 
sources 
 Cite and use sources correctly
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Outcomes Frameworks
 ACRL Standards & Writing Program 
Administrators Outcomes
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5. Why collaborate?
 “Writing centers and libraries have been living 
parallel lives, confronting many of the same 
problems and working out similar solutions, 
each in their own institutional contexts”
(Elmborg and Hook, 2005).
 Both teach holistic, integrated processes.
 Research & writing are connected and cyclical.
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6.  How does this foster student growth?
 Process – driven decisions requiring supporting 
evidence & value judgments (Norris, 1989)
 Call for colleges to teach students how to “offer and 
demand evidence…for their moral and political 
positions” (Ann Colby et al., 2003)
 Students have trouble analyzing complex questions 
for which there is no single answer
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7. How does the unit work?
 8 class days
 Librarians involved on Days 1-5
 Tutors involved days 2-5
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Day 1
 Last 15-20 min. of class
 Librarian introduces course management system 
access and topic
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Day 2
 News articles or websites to introduce topic 
 Begin modeling reading 1 scholarly article through 
in-depth discussion & annotation
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Sample class article
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Day 3
 Conclude discussing first scholarly 
article 
 Peer collaboration: Groups are assigned 
 Facilitators prepare students to read 
another article by examining section 
headings
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Day 4
 Small groups meet with facilitators
 Groups of 4-5 students
 Each group discusses another article in detail
 Groups determine evidence relevant 
to research question
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Day 5
 Small groups present relevant evidence
 Class determines common thesis statement
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Day 6
 Instructor leads class in creating outline
 Review of quoting/paraphrasing/summarizing
 Review of citation style
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Day 7
 First draft due 
 Includes references 
 Peer-review in class
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Day 8
 Final paper due
 Portfolio includes:
 Annotated articles
 First draft with references
 Peer-review forms
 Additional drafts
 Final draft with references
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8. Isn’t this too much hand-holding?
 Reading and synthesizing is difficult for students  
 Models scholarly inquiry as collaborative & reverses 
misconception that research writing is isolated
 Changes power relationships  
 Introduces students to librarians and writing tutors 
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9. Don’t they all just plagiarize?
 Emphasis on process
 Accountability throughout
 Prevents future plagiarism
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10. Who is involved & what are their responsibilities?
 Faculty
 Librarians
 Writing Center Director
 Writing Tutors
 Students
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English Faculty
 Create & share assignment sheets, rubrics, and ideas
 Build on writing concepts practiced throughout 
course
 Facilitate one group 
 Final assessment: grading
 Available for students outside of class
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Librarians
 Choose topics/articles 
 Lead initial topic & article discussion 
 Facilitate one small group 
 Available outside of class for students
 Schedule unit with instructors, provide materials:
 Brochure
 Faculty presentations
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Writing Center Director & Tutors
 Schedules peer & professional tutors for unit
 Trains & prepares tutors
 Available outside of class in 
Writing Center
 Facilitates groups
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ENG102 Students
 Prepare by reading each day’s article
 Actively participate in class and small group 
discussions
 Write individual paper
 Meet with Writing Center tutor if desired
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11. How are topics & articles chosen?
 Provocative, timely, ethical topics likely to be of 
interest to students
 Article criteria:
 Length (ideally 6-12 pages)
 Accessibility
 Importance in field
 Varying authors
 Fit with research focus
 Clear thesis
 Currency
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12. How is the unit assessed?
 Part of overall IL assessment plan
 Pilot written assessment Fall 2007 
 Some questions from baseline assessment (TRAILS)
 83.3% could ID appropriate research paper topic  (+7.6%)
 62.5% could ID resource type from citation (+24.4%)
 75.0% could ID example of proper paraphrasing (+38.2%)
 29.2% could ID example of bias (-2.2%)
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Overall assessment
 Grades/quality of student work
 Process more than product
 Success in RES104 Introduction to Research Writing
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13. How has the collaboration worked?
 Different roles but common goals for students
 English faculty, tutors and librarians meet separately 
as needed
 Jessica is liaison between groups
 Anne Marie meets with new instructors individually
 Has increased opportunities for additional 
collaboration
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14. What are the librarians’ perceptions?
 Finding right topic & articles can be time-consuming
 Scheduling and collaboration takes time
 ENG102 accounted for 86 of 375 IL sessions in 2006-2007 
 Great interactions with students
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15. What are the faculty members’ perceptions?
 Some apprehension at first about process & time 
commitment
 Some requested additional librarian involvement
 Many modified timeline
"I believe the students were energized by the 
discussions led by the librarians in the small 
groups. I, on the other hand, need a bit more 
work pulling information rather than pushing it."
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16. What are the Writing Center staff’s perceptions?
 Scheduling & training tutors takes time and 
resources
 Additional visibility for Writing Center
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Tutors’ perceptions
 More time for positive interactions with students
 Comfort level increases the more they participate
“Working in small groups with peers 
…really brings the freshmen out of 
themselves and gives them a feeling 
that their learning is important.” 
“It also made me realize that 
what I had learned was 
actually being used…”
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17. What are the students’ perceptions?
 Topics won’t engage every student
 Some students find it difficult to detach from 
personal experience
 Want to advocate opinions  & unsure how to use 
evidence
 Most enjoyed experience & felt successful
“Best part of the entire ENG semester”
“I feel like I am more 
prepared for the research 
writing class that I am 
taking next semester.” 
“That was the closest I have 
ever worked with a teacher.”
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18. What’s next?
 Increasing student accountability through small 
writing assignments throughout unit
 More opportunities to collaborate with faculty and 
between Writing Center & librarians
 Reinforce concepts in upper-level major courses
 Collaborate with Education Department for peer 
group leaders
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19. What did you learn?
 Peer collaborative learning is central to research 
writing and critical thinking.
 Ethical questions lead to critical thinking. 
 Librarians and writing center professionals are well-
positioned to take the lead in teaching critical 
thinking. 
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